Air Compression

- air compressor parts & accessories
- air compressors - Cast Air
- air compressors - Quincy
- misc air compressors
- custom units
- air treatment / dryers
Call us for all or your compression needs. Cast Air, Hydrovane, Gardner Denver, Quincy, Sullivan Palatek, Kellogg, Sullair, Champion, Saylor Beall, Ingersoll Rand, etc...

filters
lubricators
regulators
gauges
pop-offs
unloaders
pressure switches

air receiver tanks
1 - 5,000 gallon
vertical or horizontal
custom sizes available
CASTAIR offers all cast iron heavy-duty air compressors, ranging from 3/4 to 200 H.P.

We stock a wide variety of compressors on hand. Cast Air is excellent middle of the road compressor, ranging from garage duty up to light industrial.

For 100% duty heavy industrial compressors check out the Quincy line.
We are the local Quincy Dealer

We can supply OEM & aftermarket parts, as well as replacement pumps, new units & custom packages.

Reciprocating Air Compressors
Rotary Screw Air Compressors
Vacuum Pumps
Natural Gas Compressors
Ingersoll Rand, Sullivan Palatek, Gardner Denver, etc.

We can help you out with most of the major air compressor brands.

Parts, filters, oil, etc.

Direct Drive, No Belts or Pulleys

Sales & Service

Industrial Equipment Sales & Service
314 42nd St West
701-572-2393
www.iesinc.com
Instrumentation Air

Gas Plants

Shop Air

Custom compressor / dryer skid packages
Dryers, aftercoolers, desiccants, filters, dew point monitors, etc.

**Van Air Systems**

Dry air keeps pneumatic equipment running at peak efficiency and extends the service life of air tools, motors, and cylinders.

**Pneumatech**

Air dryers remove the water vapor and lower the dew point temperature of compressed air. This prevents liquid water from forming downstream.

Save time & money, Prevent air line freeze-ups, Prevent downtime

**Why use an aftercooler?**
For every 20°F drop in compressed air temperature, the moisture holding capacity of air is reduced by 50%.

Industrial Equipment Sales & Service
314 42nd St West
701-572-2393
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• electric motors & accessories
• pump jack controllers
• couplers
We stock from 1/2hp to 300hp electric motors.

Motor Starts, C-Face Conversion Kits, Sliding Motor Bases, Belts, Sheaves, Couplers, etc.

Explosion proof, TEFC, Oil Well Pumpers, etc.

10hp - 125hp Oilwell Pumper motors in stock

We have a large variety of used sheaves on hand.

Industrial Equipment Sales & Service
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VFD drives, Regen drives, Motor controls, AC/DC

Lower your electric bill

Auto restart after power failure

Match speed to well flow. Reduce damaging effects caused by starting & stopping

Reduce well maintenance by improving the life of: v-belts, down-hole pumps, sucker rods, bearings & gears

Built in phase conversion from single to three phase

Fault and operational history - information at your fingertips to help you make decisions about well condition and operational efficiency

Regen units go one step farther than VFD’s by storing excess power & sending it back on-line saving you on your monthly overhead power costs
We handle a wide variety of couplers, sheaves, belts, etc.
Engines, Parts & Accessories

- engines - single cylinder
- engines - multi cylinder
- Murphy
- Filtration
ENGINES - SINGLE CYLINDER

We buy, sell & rebuild Ajax engines & compressors.

Rebuilt - exchange: heads, cylinders, pistons, rods, x-heads, crankshafts, radiators, fan hubs, clutches, mags, governors, etc.

We build / manufacture Happy Starters, engine bases, beltguards, mufflers, scrubbers, etc.

New parts: piston rings, packing, lubricators, pumps, bearings, seals, overspeed- switches, air cleaner housings, gauges, belts, sheaves, etc.

We are a factory distributor for Arrow Engines.

Our C Series line of engines encompasses 5 different models, with hp from 5 to 73, and speed ranging from 300-800 rpm.

The L Series L795 is the most substantial of the large flywheel engines - with twin Cylinders, continuous hp of 78.3 at 600 rpm

Arrows K Series engine is our newest addition to our single cylinder line of engines. With 6hp and 400-800 rpm
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We buy, sell & rebuild Waukesha engines

Waukesha F817, 6 cylinder natural gas engines. Rebuilt / exchange & new parts on hand.

Engine leasing available

Arrow natural gas engines.

The A Series represents our line of power units - the VR family packaged with everything your heart desires. They are perfect for rotational pumping units, hydraulic pumping units, hydraulic skids for PC pumps or for any form of artificial life where power is needed.

VR Series 4 & 6 cyl
The rpm runs between 900 and 1,800, with hp from 26-100.

Cummins

G8.3
118 hp @ 1,800 rpm
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Murphy Master Distributor

We are the master distributor for North Dakota, South Dakota & Montana

Murphy manufactures quality controls, gauges & instrumentation

Check out their website for additional info

www.fwmurphy.com
Call us for all of your filtration needs.

Filters - Vessels - Filtration Carts

We are also a dealer for Donaldson lube & hydraulic filters & heads

We can supply OEM or aftermarket filters for: Ajax, Cat, Cummins, Waukesha, etc.
Generators & Light Towers

- small generators
- trailer & skid mounted generators
- light towers
Honda & Wacker small gas generators.

Honda has small 1,000 watt quiet generators up to 6,000 watt commercial units, they now also have RV generators.

Wacker sells the premium generator line as well as the value line, ranging from 2,500 watt up to 9,700 watt.

5kw - 20kw Cummins Onan diesel generators.

The Quiet Diesel Series models are the heavy-duty choice when low noise and low vibration are required. Their revolutionary design makes these generator sets up to 15 dB(A) quieter than other diesel-powered generators, and quieter than most gasoline sets. The unit is totally enclosed, including cooling, muffler and intake systems.
Sales - Service - Rental

Wacker, Cat or Cummins trailer or skid mounted mobile units

Custom built units are also available.

Inquire about our natural gas bi-fuel system for your diesel engine. Inject wellhead gas & save up to 60% on your fuel costs while burning cleaner & reducing emissions.

Install on your own generators or ask about our rental program with the bi-fuel system installed. Call us & we can give you an estimated savings & payoff time.

ECO a FS
ALTERNATIVE FUELSYSTEMS INC
See more info at www.ecoafs.com
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Wacker light tower sales & rental

6kw up to 20kw units available in Caterpillar or Lombardini diesel engines

4 - 1,000 watt lights reaching up to 30'

Wacker light balloon

Wacker Neuson’s light balloons feature a compact design providing optimal brightness without glare. Ideally suited for general job site illumination, indoor/outdoor use. Light balloons feature rugged, simple construction allowing for use almost anywhere a reliable light source is needed. A powerful and portable package to light your job site!
Grizzly Wire Rope & Chain
pull testing
copy - pull testing
copy - cert paper
binders & chain
bridles & wire rope
tow ropes & nylon slings
Ridgid Tools
Badlands Steel
Grizzly is a sister company to IESS & can help with all your rigging needs.

1/8” to 1-3/8” wire rope
nylon slings
lifting straps
ratchet straps
3/8” to 2” nylon tow ropes / tag lines
225,000 psi pull test machine
grade 100 chain
binders

see line card or flyers for additional info

Grizzly Wire Rope & Chain
314 42nd St West
701-572-2393
www.iesstinc.com
With our new 225,000 lb pull test equipment we can inspect, test, repair & re-certify your sling and rigging products. (meets OSHA requirements)
CERTIFICATE OF TESTING

Customer: Test ID: 221
Test Date: 6/2/2009 10:57:17 AM
Test Duration: 00:02:03
Serial Number: GP060209-1

Product: POLYESTER SLING
Size: 2"

Description:
Length: 16'
Model Number: EE2-902P-ME
WLL: 6,400 LBS

Operator NZ
Material LIFT IT POLYESTER SLING X 16'
Notes U-22121

These products have had a load applied to them in conformance with the customer's specifications. There is no warranty, expressed or implied, by the test machine manufacturer that these products are suitable for a purpose or use.

Dalalesl Software Copyright © 2008 Chart Engineering Co. Inc.
This is to certify that Columbus McKinnon Corporation has subjected all Herc-Alloy 1000 Chain & Herc-Alloy Attachments of its manufacture to proof tests. The figures to the left specify the Working Load Limits applicable to the items there set forth and are in conformance with Alloy Chain specifications as published by CM Industrial Products Division, Columbus McKinnon Corporation.

The Working Load Limit of the chain & attachments assembled and described to the left is established as pounds shown herein, with applied tensile force at the indicated degrees from horizontal. Proper modification of this Working Load should be made to compensate for added force when used at other angles. Do not use sling, however, at angle of less than 30°.

CM Industrial Products Division, Columbus McKinnon Corporation

Grizzly Wire Rope & Chain
(701) 774-2320
Williston, ND 58801

(Signature)
Pumping Unit Bridles

Custom wire rope slings up to 1-3/8”

Crane Cable & Winch Line

Drill Line

Grizzly Wire Rope & Chain
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Tow Ropes & Nylon Slings

Lifting Straps, Nylon Slings, Ratchet Straps, etc..

We now have 3/8” through 3” nylon rope for custom tow ropes or tag lines

Grizzly Wire Rope & Chain
314 42nd St West
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Ridgid Tools

Pressing, Technology, Drain Maintenance, Location And Inspection, Pipe and Tubing Tools, General Purpose Tools, Wet / Dry Vacs, Power Tools, Air Tools, Outdoor Power Equipment

Grizzly Wire Rope & Chain
314 42nd St West
701-572-2393
www.ilessinc.com
Badlands Steel

Badlands is a sister company to IESS & can help with all your steel & fabrication needs.

FOR ALL YOUR NEW STEEL NEEDS.

We do fabrication and bending.
We have a shear, brake & plasma cutting table.

Located straight north of the Wal-Mart super center.

Badlands Steel
314 42nd St West
701-572-2393
www.iesssinc.com
Misc Products

• heaters
• pressure washers
• air fuel ratio controllers
• Johnson Matthey CCX
• temporary side walks
• absorbent products
• gas treatment
• Arrow Gas products
We are a factory direct distributor for Ruffneck Heaters & Wacker Neuson

Ruffneck™
Heaters for the Harshest Environments

convection heaters
duct heaters
unit heaters
explosion proof / frost resistant
explosion proof exhaust fans
mounting kits
thermostats & more

Climate Control
hydronic heat - air heat - drying

Portable 180,00 cfm units up to 770,000 cfm
heavy duty indirect fired heaters.
Pressure Washers & Accessories

Gas - Electric

Hot water (oil, LP, natural gas, all electric)

Cold water

Stationary, portable or trailer mounted units

guns, wands, hose, motors, pumps, nozzles, unloaders, hose reels, etc.

Replacement pumps & parts for:
Cat, Comet, General, Udor

Scaltrol filters
Prevents scale / hard water build-up in your pressure washer coils.

custom built units
explosion proof motor & motor start, Cat pump, cage, cord & wand
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We install & sell Compliance Controls & Altronic air fuel ratio controllers & accessories.

Emission solutions for reciprocating gas engines.

Industrial Equipment Sales & Service
314 42nd St West
701-572-2393
www.iessinc.com
Johnson Matthey’s single or multi-element CXX™ catalytic converters are specially designed for easy access to simplify installation, maintenance and catalyst replacement. These converters reduce emissions from IC engines, 50 to 500 hp, and are available in a variety of standard sizes.

**Built-In Flexibility, Easy Access**

CXX catalytic converters are designed so that you can access the catalyst with ease. The flexible multi-element design allows for additional elements to simply be locked in. That means you buy only what you need now, but as needs or regulations change, you can add on and be sure of compliance. Access is further simplified with quick-release clamps for maintenance and replacement. With the CXX, you’ll save time, effort and expense every time you need to access the catalyst.

Plus, if you need a catalyst replacement, simply open the latches and the catalyst is easily removed, leaving the converter in place. There’s no need to replace the entire housing. The CXXs lightweight converter can be installed and ready for operation in minutes.

**Features:**
- For IC Engines 50-500 HP
- Multiple Applications: Gas Compression, Power Generation, Irrigation, Pumping, Standby Equipment, Pump Jacks
- 3-Way or 2-Way Conversion
- Easy Access to the Catalyst
- Compact, Lightweight and Flexible Design
- Stainless Steel Construction

**Fuels:**
- Natural Gas
- LPG
- Propane
- Diesel
- Dual Fuel
- Biodiesel
Exceptional Strength and Longevity
Through Cutting-Edge Brazing Technology

At the heart of the CXX catalyst element is state-of-the-art brazing technology that delivers superior strength and durability. Instead of using mechanical means, each layer of our catalyst element is securely bonded to each other by brazing. This creates unparalleled resistance to element sagging, distortion and unraveling due to engine operating conditions.

Johnson Matthey’s advanced technology and proprietary composition and design ensure maximum catalyst performance. Our metal monoliths, which are brazed thin-walled, stainless steel honeycomb supports, are nearly impervious to damage from mechanical or thermal shock and metallurgic erosion. The unique design and construction of Johnson Matthey catalysts reduces back pressure for fuel savings, reduces engine wear and extends catalyst life. Manufactured using durable and highly dispersed platinum group metals (pgms), our catalysts provide the highest catalytic activity and poison resistance available today.

Superior Performance

CXX converters employ an NSCR 3-way catalyst that simultaneously reduces NOx, CO and HC emissions or a 2-way oxidation catalyst to reduce HCs and CO. The CXX can destroy up to 99% of these pollutants, including Acetaldehyde, Formaldehyde, Acrolein and Methanol, by converting them into environmentally safe nitrogen, carbon dioxide and water.

With CXX, your engines will meet the most severe federal, state, county and city air emissions regulations while maintaining peak operating efficiency and maximum cost effectiveness. Johnson Matthey’s total systems approach provides all of the monitoring, testing and service resources you need—before, during and after the installation.
Available in 5’x5’ or 5’x4’ sections. (custom sizes available)

Available in different decking options. From aggressive to smooth.

Sturdy & Rugged

Durable, Reusable, Versatile, Corrosion Resistant Decks, Hot Dipped Galvanized Frame, Sections can be bolted together.

Tired of walking in the mud & snow?

Can be installed on snow. Will simply lay down on the ground when the snow melts.

Industrial Equipment Sales & Service
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GAS TREATMENT

Gas Dehydration & Filtration

Contact us for additional product information

Industrial Equipment Sales & Service
314 42nd St West
701-572-2393
www.iecssinc.com
ARROW ENGINE COMPANY has provided premium service and exceptional products to the Oil & Gas Industry, as well as the industrial engine market throughout the world for more than 54 years. Complementing these products, service and expertise, Arrow Gas Products division was added in 2006, expanding Arrow into fabrication of process, production and gas measurement equipment. Arrow is a leading provider of ASME code vessels, separators, coalescers and process equipment. In addition, Arrow specializes in gas measurement equipment for the growing demands of the industry. Arrow is also a leading provider of meter tubes, skid mounted meter runs and packaged measurement stations. Located in Tulsa, the Arrow fabrication facility includes 30,000 sq. ft. of shop space and acres of fenced storage yard.
• misc pumps
• air diaphragm pumps - Versa Matic
• Arrow chemical pumps
• centrifugal pumps
• Gorman Rupp - petroleum
• Gorman Rupp petroleum brochure
• pit pumps
• plunger & piston pumps
• recycle pumps
• small trash pumps
Give us a call for all of your pump needs.
New pumps, parts, fabrication, sizing, etc.

Centrifugal  Gear  Piston  Plunger  Diaphragm
Submersible  Trash  De-watering  Chemical

Salt water, Fresh water & Chemical injection pumps

Parts  Sales  Service
For almost any pump brand

Industrial Equipment Sales & Service
314 42nd St West
701-572-2393
www.iessecm.com
We are a factory distributor for Versa Matic pumps. Versa Matic carries the most complete line of air operated double diaphragm (AODD) pumps as well as a full selection of parts & accessories.

VERSAMA-TIC®

Pump out cellars, transfer oil, antifreeze, chemicals, etc..

Air-operated double diaphragm (AODD) pumps offer a number of advantages that make them perfect for a variety of uses:
* Can easily and efficiently handle anything from water to 90% solids.
* Adjust flow & discharge pressure up to 125psi with air adjustment.
* One pump can be used for numerous applications.
* Able to run dry without damage to pump.
* Capable of pumping as slow as 1 gallon per minute.

We also supply parts for ARO, Wilden, Graco, Sandpiper, Warren Rupp & more.

Industrial Equipment Sales & Service
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We are a distributor for Arrow chemical pumps. Check out their website for additional info. 
www.arrowengine.com

Arrow's Chemical Pumps are field proven designs available in all the variations of volume and power source you might need - from micro-quantities to hundreds of gallons per day, in beam operated, pneumatic and electrically powered units.
We deal with a huge variety of different brands of centrifugal pumps.

If we don’t have it, chances are we can get it.
We are the local distributor for Gorman Rupp petroleum pumps.

Gorman-Rupp manufactures a full line of pumps especially designed for pumping clean, non-abrasive petroleum products. Bulk plants, tank farms, barges, tank cars or trucks, aircraft fuels, gasoline, fuel oil, petrochemicals and hundreds of other petroleum-based products can be handled safely and efficiently with Gorman-Rupp pumps.

See attached for complete petroleum pump line.
Gorman-Rupp manufactures a full line of self-priming centrifugal pumps specifically designed for pumping clean, non-abrasive petroleum products. Bulk plants, tank farms, barges, tank cars or trucks, aircraft fuels, gasoline, fuel oil, petrochemicals, biodiesel, ethanol, and hundreds of other petroleum-based applications can be handled safely and efficiently with a Gorman-Rupp pump.

**Roto-Prime® Self-Priming Centrifugal**

Sizes: 3” x 2” to 6” x 5”  
(75mm x 50mm to 150mm x 125mm)

Max Capacity: 1460 gpm (92 lps)

Max Head: 390’ (119 m)

Seal Elastomer: Viton®, Teflon®

Material of Construction: Ductile Iron, Cast Steel

Roto-Prime® self-priming centrifugal pumps are specifically designed for pumping petroleum products, petrochemicals, solvents, and today’s fuel formulations. The Roto-Prime design incorporates a variable capacity vane pump which quickly and automatically evacuates air and vapor, making them ideal for off loading transports and stripping hoses.

Optional air release evacuates air in the suction line to ensure positive self-priming even when pumping against moderate to high static heads.

**O Series® Pumps**

Sizes: 2” to 6”  
(50mm to 150mm)

Max Capacity: 1350 gpm (85 lps)

Max Head: 400’ (122 m)

Seal Elastomer: Viton®

Material of Construction: Gray Iron and Aluminum

Gorman-Rupp O Series® self-priming centrifugal pumps have a straight-in suction design which eliminates entrance restrictions and provides better performance when handling petroleum products, solvents and similar liquids.

O Series® pumps are available pedestal mounted for flexible coupling to a power source or close-coupled to electric motors.

**80 Series® Pumps**

Sizes: 1 1/4” to 8”  
(30mm to 200mm)

Max Capacity: 2100 gpm (133 lps)

Max Head: 210’ (64 m)

Seal Elastomer: Viton®

Material of Construction: Gray Iron  
(consult factory for other available metals)

80 Series® pumps are designed for non-stop workloads. The straight-in suction design of these high-efficiency pumps guarantees quick, positive self-priming and allows them to operate at higher suction levels than most other self-priming centrifugal pumps.

Liquid enters directly into the impeller eye. A suction check valve prevents in-line return flow when the pump is shut off. Because 80 Series pumps have few moving parts, maintenance is minimal. 80 Series pumps are available with self-lubricated mechanical shaft seals.

**O & 80 Series® Close-Coupled**

Sizes: 1 1/4” to 2”  
(30mm to 50mm)

Max Capacity: 135 gpm (9 lps)

Max Head: 92’ (28m)

Seal Elastomer: Viton®, Teflon®

Material of Construction: Gray Iron

Close-coupled, electric motor-driven pumps are available for installation where space is limited. Motors are explosion proof. Pumps feature a straight-in suction design which allows them to operate at higher suction lifts than most other self-priming centrifugal pumps. Ideal for flammable liquids.
**Shield-A-Spark Engine-Driven Pumps**

Sizes: 2” and 3” (50mm and 75mm)

Max Capacity: 370 gpm (23 lps)

Max Head: 125’ (38 m)

Seal Elastomer: Viton®

Material of Construction: Aluminum

Engines: Gasoline or Diesel

Gorman-Rupp Shield-A-Spark self-priming centrifugal pumps are designed for pumping clean petroleum products, when using a bronze impeller with the Ductile Iron casing. These centrifugal pumps are engineered for maximum operating efficiency and minimal energy consumption. VGH and 60 Series pumps can be mounted to explosion-proof electric motors. The 60 Series is the straight centrifugal version of the Roto-Prime pump.

Unit features Shielded ignition wire which provides enclosed path for high tension spark. Ignition switch is safe and spark-free. Muffler is designed to retard sparks.

**Power-Take-Off Pumps**

Sizes: 2” and 3” (50mm and 75mm)

Max Capacity: 400 gpm (25 lps)

Max Head: 450’ (137 m)

Seal Elastomer: Viton®

Material of Construction: Aluminum and Ductile Iron

Self-priming centrifugal PTO pumps are ideal for handling aircraft fuels, fuel oil and gasoline. These pumps have no check valve and provide better suction performance when handling solvents, petroleum products and similar liquids. Pump features lightweight aluminum volute and impeller, replaceable bronze wear ring and quiet operation (O3H available in ductile iron).

Available with right or left hand rotation. Designed for truck mounting.

**60 & VGH End-Suction Centrifugal Pumps**

Sizes: 1 1/4” to 8” (32mm to 203mm)

Max Capacity: 4800 gpm (302.8 lps)

Max Head: 490’ (149 m)

Material of Construction: Ductile Iron Casing, Bronze Impeller, Aluminum Impeller, Viton® seal, Ductile Iron or Steel housing

VGH standard centrifugal pumps are designed for pumping clean petroleum products, when using a bronze impeller with the Ductile Iron casing. These centrifugal pumps are engineered for maximum operating efficiency and minimal energy consumption.

VGH and 60 Series pumps can be mounted to explosion-proof electric motors. The 60 Series is the straight centrifugal version of the Roto-Prime pump.

**Tankleenor® Pumps**

Size: 2” x 2” (50mm x 50mm)

Seal Elastomer: Viton®

Material of Construction: Gray Iron

Provides quick, efficient, economical cleaning of below-ground petroleum storage tanks. Removes contaminants like gel precipitates, microbial growth, rust and water – without disturbing the product or taking the tank out of service.

Features O Series pump with explosion proof motor, reel and hose assembly, connector hose, suction and discharge hose, guide tube and ground wire.

---

*Alternative gaskets and mechanical seals are available for today’s fuel formulations.

Viton® is a registered trademark of Dupont Performance Elastomers L.L.C.

Teflon® is a registered trademark of Dupont Performance Elastomers L.L.C.
We are a factory distributor for Gorman Rupp & MP Flowmax self priming centrifugal pumps.

2" thru 6" trash pumps
electric or diesel driven
skid or trailer mounted units
Weather it’s for oil transfer or salt water injection, we can supply parts, sales & service for all of your plunger & piston pump needs.

High pressure piston & plunger pumps & parts.

Plungers, packing, seals, bearings, valves, etc.

Replacement motors, belts, sheaves, etc.

Complete machine shop for fluid end repair & valve work.

Industrial Equipment Sales & Service
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We stock a wide variety of Roper recycle pump units.
Gas or Electric

We also manufacture a variety of pump / spill stands in various sizes.

Angled spill basin with 2” threaded drain port allows for proper containment of leaks.
We are a dealer for Honda & Wacker gas & diesel powered trash, diaphragm, de-watering & submersible pumps.

Wacker 2", 3", 4" & 6" trash pumps, pump up to 2" solids, up to 1,300 gpm.

Honda 2", 3" & 4" trash pumps pump up to 1-1/16" solids, up to 433 gpm.
• service department
• machine shop
• emission analysis
Trained Service Technicians

Fully equipped service trucks with cranes for on-site repairs.

Service shop with 10 ton overhead traveling crane.
MACHINE SHOP

Industrial Machine Shop

* Magna fluxing * Cast iron welding * Lathe & mill work
* Conn rod reconditioning * Align / bore cam & main lines
  * Metco Thermo - spray weld build up
* Bore & sleeve counter bores, lower bores: compressor cylinders up to 30”
* Cylinder head valve seat & guide work
* Gear case bearing hole sleeving * Bore & hone engine blocks
* Bore & sleeve Ajax cylinders * Rebuild drive shafts
  * Surface grinding

* CNC lathe & mill
  * F88 Rottler
  * Flywheel grinder
  * Head resurfacer
  * Misc lathes, mills, etc.
We offer on-site exhaust gas analysis.